UI Speciﬁcations

ChargeShare UI Speciﬁcations
The Grid

24px

100%

24px

Our grid is ﬂuid and has one column. It is based on a mobile
viewport and for tablet devices we will lock the orientation to
portrait.

375px
327px

9:41 AM

100%

09.15 - 13.15

It has 24px padding (gutter) within each side of its 100% width
container. Our map is a bit cheeky and is 24px wider (and 8px
away from the screen edge).
When we tackle the responsive layouts we will implement 3, 6 and
12 column layouts. These will have standardised margins which
are half the size of the gutters (a 3 column layout will have
12/24/24/12 for margins and gutters). Columns are always ﬂuid
and margins/gutters are always ﬁxed widths.
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Columns

4hr stay

NB. The pixel values shown relate to an iPhone 7.

Rows
Rows exist on 4px increments. Our type’s baseline follows this
and our element’s containers start below, and end on, a baseline
(we know this is as hard to achieve in code as chasing a unicorn
across a rainbow so we’ll work on that later).

ChargeShare UI Speciﬁcations
Colour
Brand Colours

Grayscale

Brand Medium Blue (#0061BB)

Lightest Grey (#F5F5F5)

Brand Aqua Green (#14C463)

Light Grey (#E0E0E0)

Brand Yellow (#F2C714)

Medium Grey (#9E9E9E)

Brand Aqua Blue (#18B7AF)

Dark Grey (#616161)

Brand Dark Blue (#001A70)
UI Colors

UI Success Green (#5cb85c)
UI Warning Yellow (#f0ad4e)
UI Danger Red (#d9534f)
UI Dark Hyperlink Blue (#0061BB)
UI Hyperlink Blue (#4990E2)
UI Message Blue (#DCE8F5)
UI Red tint (#F7CDCC)
UI Yellow tint (#FAE8CE)

Darkest Grey (#212121)
White (#FFFFFF)

Colour palette
Our palette is made up of a subset of EDF brand colours, UI
colours and a range of greys/white.
Usage
We want to look clean and airy therefore our main colour is
white.
Light greys are occasionally used to emphasise containers.
Medium greys are occasionally used to emphasise headers.
Brand colours are used sparingly and only ever ‘accent’ a design
and Buttons.
Our type is Darkest Grey with supporting text in Dark Grey.
When it is on a dark background (Buttons etc) it can be white.
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Type

I am Roboto Bold, Roboto
Regular and Roboto Italic
Header text: I am 28px
with a 36px line-height

Font
Our font is Roboto. We use 3 styles: Bold, Regular and Italic
Font-size
We use the following sizes and line-heights:
14px with 20px line-height
16px with 24px line-height

(and a 12px bottom margin)

18px with 24px line-height

Sub header text: I am 24px
with a 32px line-height

28px with 36px line-height

(and a 8px bottom margin)

24px with 32px line-height

(20px has been set aside for Large Buttons with lengthier copy)
Color
Body text is Darkest Grey.

2nd Sub header text: 18px
with a 24px line-height

Supporting text can be Dark Grey.
a

(and 8px bottom margin)

Links on a light background are Dark Blue and bold.

Links can be Blue and bold.

Breadcrumbs are the only links that are regular weight.

Body text: I am 16px
with a 24px line height

•

I am a bullet point

Occasionally emphasised text can be Green and bold.

•

I am a bullet point

(and a 8px bottom margin)

Occasionally mandatory/warning text can be Red.

•

I am a bullet point

Small print: I am 14px
with a 20px line-height
(and a 8px bottom margin)

And text can be white on dark backgrounds
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Type: Global styles

Style 14px 1

Style 16px 1

Style 18px 1

Style 14px 2

Style 16px 2

Style 18px 2

Style 14px 3

Style 16px 3

Style 18px 3

Style 14px 4

Style 16px 4

Style 14px 5

Style 16px 5

STYLE 14PX 6

Style 16px 6

STYLE 14PX 7

Style 16px 7

Style 14px 8

Style 16px 8
Style 16px 9

Style 20px 1

Style 24px 1

Style 28px 1
Style 28px 2
Style 28px 3
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Spacing and height
4 is the magic number

Send a message

As 4 is our baseline/row then 4 is the magic number.
All elements heights paddings and margins which are multiples of
4. This helps to keep our designed balanced with sizes in relation
to each other. It also makes for consistent CSS values.

Fixed height of 68px
Add a Charge Point

Margins & Paddings

Fixed height of 40px, icon centered with
8px margins

Margin-bottom presets are 8, 12, 16, 24.

16px

16px

This Charge Point is owned by
PODPOINT

16px

Please check their website for details
12px

Height dependant on content so utilises
padding with the last elements margin
removed. Note how the bottom padding is less
than the others.

Padding presets are 12, 16 and 20 (with the padding-bottom
always 4px less).
Exceptions of the padding presets are buttons and single line
input ﬁelds which are better speciﬁed with ﬁxed heights.
Containers
Containers with a single line of content have a ﬁxed height and
the text/icons centralise within this (NB. Line-heights work well
for text unless it wraps onto a 2nd line).
Containers with lots of content rely on padding. The last element
within the container will have it’s margin removed so it doesn’t
conﬂict with the padding and the padding reduced by 4px to allow
for descender letters.
Fixed heights
Some elements like icons and buttons have a ﬁxed height (we’ll
show you these later in this guide).
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Rounded corners
Content inﬂuences border-radius

Send a message

Add a Charge Point

You can cut yourself on a sharp edge so we prefer to use
rounded corners.
Interactive elements like forms and buttons have a smaller
border-radius of 4px.
Containers and windows have a larger border-radius of 8px.

Placeholder

Option Text (43)
Interactive elements have a 4px border-radius

Please ensure that you share
these details with your guest
prior to their arrival

Containers have an 8px border-radius
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Buttons
Sizes
32px

Send a message

Buttons come in 2 sizes: Large and Small.
68px

Large Button (28px font)

Send a message
Large Button with lengthier copy (20px font)

Save

Large buttons have 2 font-size options: 28px and 20px. If a
button’s copy has so much text that it goes onto 2 lines we use
the smaller font-size (If it goes onto 3 lines then we sit down and
talk to the copywriter…).
Widths
Buttons can either be full-width or natural-width.
Full-width buttons have 100% width in the CSS and bleeds to the
edge of the column. Full width buttons have centralised text and a
32px horizontal padding to stop text from touching the edge.
Natural-width buttons tend to be Small. Their widths are deﬁned
by the content + the padding (20px horizontal).

Disabled CTA

Heights
20px

OK, I’ve got it

40px

Small Button, Natural width
20px
20px

20px

Add a Charge Point

Small Buttons, Natural width
Button text

Small Button, Natural width

Buttons have ﬁxed heights. Large buttons are 68px. Small buttons
are 40px.
Icons
Buttons can have icons. They tend to be on Small buttons and are
vertically centered with a height of 24px.
Interactions
Our buttons are currently designed for touch screen devices and
do not yet have hover/focus states. They can be disabled
(different font color and background colors are applied).
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Forms

Form Label* (Required)

Portslade Station

Tip text lorem ipsum

Placeholder

Tue 20th Dec

Form ﬁelds are how our users enter their data. If they are
designed well then they allow users to enter data and add the
Charge Points which will make our product thrive.

Map page input/select ﬁelds
States

Form Label* (Required)

Standard: Dark Grey 1px border

Tip text lorem ipsum

Disabled: Light Grey 1px border

Field Text

Focussed: UI Hyperlink Blue 2px border
Form Label* (Required)

Errored: UI Danger Red with Bold White 16px

Tip text lorem ipsum

Warning: UI Warning Yellow with Darkest Grey 16px

Error text
Field Text
Form Label (Optional)
Tip text lorem ipsum

Warning text
Field Text
Select menu label
Select an option
Standard input/select ﬁelds

Option Text (43)
Unavailable Option
Option Selected
Checkboxes

Font styles
Input text is Darkest Grey 16px
Form labels are Bold Darkest Grey 16px
Required text is Red 14px
Help text is Dark Grey 14px

Placeholder text is Italic Dark Grey 16px

Option Text
Unavailable Option
Option Selected
Radio buttons

Map page ﬁelds
These are bespoke to the map page and have their own styling.
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Icons
Circles or not?
Medium size in Medium Grey

Small size in UI Hyperlink Blue

Our icons are almost always within a circle. (Examples where
they are not are indicated below).
Sizes
Icons come in 3 sizes Medium, Small and Tiny.

Tiny size on light background
(therefore in UI Dark Hyperlink Blue
with white inner)

Medium = 44px
Small = 32px
Tiny = 24px

Parking prices
Tiny size on light background
(therefore in Dark Grey with white inner)

Colours
When icons are on a white background they are ‘UI Hyperlink
Blue’ (#4990E2) or ‘Medium Grey’ (#9E9E9E). Non-circle icons
which are small are ‘Dark Grey’ (#616161).
When icons are on a light background they are ‘UI Dark
Hyperlink Blue’ (#0061BB) or ‘Dark Grey’ (#616161).

Map pins (Active, Inactive, Network)

The shape within the circle is white (however we need to see
how to achieve this on SVGs).
Map pins
Pins are unique and observe their own colors and sizes.

Exceptions have bespoke sizes and will
require larger hit areas.

Exceptions
Some icons (mainly small icons) are not in a circle. Their sizes
are bespoke (see designs in situ for px values). Their hit areas
will need to be increased if they are interactive.

ChargeShare UI Speciﬁcations
Icon Library
Circles

Non circles

Account icons

ChargeShare UI Speciﬁcations
Charge Point Icons

34px width

3-Pin

34px width

CCS

34px width

CHAdeMO

Shape
The shape of these icons is very important as it is how a user
recognises what socket they have. For this reason they are
never within a circle as this could make recognition confusing.
Sizes
Charge Point icons come in 1 size which is Small.

33px width

Commando

37px width

Type 2 & Tesla

31px width

Type 1

Variation for visual balancing
As the shapes vary they are not a consistent size.
Colour
The size of the icons means they need emphasis and tend to be
Dark Grey (and UI Dark Hyperlink Blue on light backgrounds).

Images
Sizes
Images come in 2 sizes:
Large = 140px
Medium = 88px
Placeholders
Images may not always be present so placeholders are
required (some which may engage the user to add the image)
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Off Canvas slide-in
9:41 AM

9:41 AM

100%

100%

Rules

Home
My Account

Portslade Station
Tue 20th Dec

09.15 - 13.15

4hr stay

Find a Charge Point

Portslade

Register

Tue 20th Dec

Regsiter to hire
Charge Points
Register to rent out
your Charge Points

Map Info

The menu, map ﬁlters and map
info use the Off-canvas UI.

How it works

Widths

Contact

Widths vary based on the
amount of content that needs to
be revealed. The example
shows the menu which is it’s
natural width (content+
padding).

Support

Filters

Some interfaces are Off-canvas
and are viewed after clicking
their button. They slide-in
Station
pushing the original content off
the page. The content is hidden
09.15 - again
13.15 by pressing a close button
(note that the menu button is
unique as it changes into a
close button).

The maximum width is the
screen width -56px. This
ensures some of the content
that is off the screen is still
visible.

ChargeShare UI Interactions
Modals
9:41 AM

100%

Thank you!
You’ve just added your ﬁrst Charge Point.
What’s next?
•

•

•

In a month we’ll open AirEV to Drivers.
They will be able to see your advert
and send you a message to request
a booking.
You will be able to accept or decline
bookings and a booking will never be
made without your permission.
Got another Charge Point? Add it now

Go to Vendor settings

9:41 AM

100%

Below is a lengthy
explanation
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna
aliqua.
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud
exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip
ex ea commodo consequat.
Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in
voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat
nulla pariatur.
Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non
proident, sunt in culpa qui ofﬁcia deserunt
mollit anim id est laboru.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna

Rules
A modal is used to reveal content
that helps explain something on
the page.
The background is a 66%
transparent Darkest Grey #212121.
The modal appears over the page
content. Therefore a close icon
simply hides the modal and shows
the page again.
A navigation Button or link can also
close the modal however the user
will expect another page to appear.
Clicking on the background also
makes the modal disappear.
Height
The modal should be a natural
height (content+padding). It should
not be taller than the height of the
screen (‘double scrolling’ may
occur which is nasty).
Content should be short.
If the content is long then a scroll
bar should appear.

ChargeShare UI Interactions
Reveal and amend
A1require a key, fob or code for access? (Optional)

Does the parking space or Charge Point
A2require a key, fob or code for access? (Optional)

No

No

Yes

Yes

Additional details (Optional)

Rules
We like our pages to be clean and
easy-to-read. Therefore we only
show certain content to users once
they’ve decided it’s relevant to them.

Additional details (Optional)

Describe the parking space and local area

Describe the parking space and local area

Is your property hard to ﬁnd?
Add directions

Drivers like to know about security facilities,
local transport links and attractions and
whether the space has any size restrictions.

‘Reveal and amend’ is intended for
the addition or amendment of one
input ﬁeld. Accordion UIs should be
used for larger content-reveals.
Plus icons and text should all be hit
areas (yellow section in A1).
Touch interactions

Save
B

Amend the price of electricity
(currently £0.13p/kWh)
£0.13p

kWh

Add an optional service fee to
each booking
£0.00p

Is your property hard to ﬁnd?
Add directions

q

1

a

Remove

What you will earn
With the pricing set above you could earn

Once the ﬁeld/content is revealed
the input ﬁeld should be focussed
and a numeric/alphabetic Keypad
should be displayed (A2).
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We do not intend the UI to close
again like an accordion however in
some instances we do wish a user to
remove and clear the ﬁeld (B). In
this instance the UI should close.
For phase 2 we should consider how
a user clears any original content
within the ﬁeld.

Zeus UI Library
PRIMARY BUTTONS

SECONDARY BUTTONS ON GREY

FORMS

0.3 miles walk to your destination

Send a message

0.3 miles walk
to your destination

Form Label* (Required)
Tip text lorem ipsum

Placeholder

Save

Form Label* (Required)
Tip text lorem ipsum

SECONDARY BUTTONS

Send a message

Field Text

OK, I’ve got it

Form Label* (Required)

Select menu button

Tip text lorem ipsum

Register with Google

Error text

Add a Charge Point

Register with Facebook

Add another

Add a photo

CHECKBOXES

IMAGES

Unavailable Option
Option Selected

Portslade Station

Unavailable Option

Type something

Option Selected
ICON SIZES

Type 2

Warning text

Button list item 2

Field Text
Select menu label

Button list item 4

Type 2

Type 2

Button list item with icon
REVIEW BLOCK

Button list item with icon
Address
£9.80

PRICE PILLS

£6.80

19 West Hill Place
Brighton
BN1 3RU

£6.80

Ratings and reviews
Overall rating: 4/5
“Mark was there to meet me and
unlock the Chargepoint. He was
really helpful.”

Available

£4.30

£9.80

Read more reviews

CHARGEPOINT ICONS

80%
Filters
Map Info

2

Filters
Map Info

James (Worcester)

Portslade Station

PROGRESS BAR
30%

FILTER BUTTONS

09.15 - 13.15

4hr stay

3kW (Slow)

PAGE ALERTS

ACCOUNT MENU

Sorry, this Charge Point is unavailable
Manage my Bookings
See past and future bookings.
Cancel bookings if necessary.

Getting Paid
INCOMPLETE
Tell us the Bank (or PayPal) account
you’d like funds transferred to.

Messages 13
Nice people want to chat to you.

CHARGEPOINT MAP PINS

This Charge Point is owned by PODPOINT
Please check their website for details

£13.00

TABLE
Duration & Cost (other durations can be booked)

Select an option

£4.30

Tue 20th Dec

Socket: Type 1

Button list item 3
SLIDER

Available

Option Text

Field Text

Tip text lorem ipsum

Button list item 1
Prices

£6.80

3-Pin
3kW (Slow)

RADIO BUTTONS

SUPER RADIO BUTTONS
BUTTON LISTS

Description

LOADING CIRCLES

Option Text (43)

Form Label* (Optional)
TABS

CONTAINERS

1 hour

£3.00

4 hours

£6.80

10 hours

£8.00

24 hours

£12.00

CUSTOM TABLE
Filters

Parking prices
Map Info
Up to 1hr

£ 2.00

Up to 4hrs

£ 5.00

Up to 10hrs

£ 8.00

Up to 24hrs

£ 12.00

INFO POP-UP

Secure parking
This means that the parking space may be
accessed from a secure lock (either a key,
fob or code which the Owner will provide) or
has CCTV or other similar facilities.
OK, I’ve got it

Your booking request has been sent
Please ensure that you share
these details with your guest
prior to their arrival

INFO POP-UP

Loading

